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ABSTRACT
Psychological treatments for persecutory delusions, particularly cognitive behavioral therapy for psychosis, are
efficacious; however, mechanistic theories explaining why they work rarely bridge to the level of cognitive neuro-
science. Predictive coding, a general brain processing theory rooted in cognitive and computational neuroscience,
has increasing experimental support for explaining symptoms of psychosis, including the formation and maintenance
of delusions. Here, we describe recent advances in cognitive behavioral therapy for psychosis–based psychotherapy
for persecutory delusions, which targets specific psychological processes at the computational level of information
processing. We outline how Bayesian learning models employed in predictive coding are superior to simple asso-
ciative learning models for understanding the impact of cognitive behavioral interventions at the algorithmic level. We
review hierarchical predictive coding as an account of belief updating rooted in prediction error signaling. We examine
how this process is abnormal in psychotic disorders, garnering noisy sensory data that is made sense of through the
development of overly strong delusional priors. We argue that effective cognitive behavioral therapy for psychosis
systematically targets the way sensory data are selected, experienced, and interpreted, thus allowing for the
strengthening of alternative beliefs. Finally, future directions based on these arguments are discussed.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpsgos.2024.100333
Persecutory delusions, strongly held beliefs that one is under
threat, are present in over 70% of individuals with a primary
psychotic disorder (1). Persecutory delusions are associated
with poorer quality of life, more hospitalizations, and increased
suicidality (2). In the United States and Europe, cognitive
behavioral therapy for psychosis (CBTp) is the recommended
psychotherapeutic modality for treating delusions (3,4).

However, the cognitive and neuroscientific mechanisms
through which CBTp impacts delusions remain poorly under-
stood. Early versions of CBTp focused broadly on developing
alternative explanations for psychotic experiences and
reducing maladaptive coping (5). These approaches were
applied to individuals with schizophrenia without systemati-
cally targeting specific symptoms, and they ultimately
demonstrated small effects (6,7). However, newer, formulation-
driven CBTp approaches organized around an updated psy-
chological theory target specific maintenance factors with
promising results (2) and offer an opportunity for increased
understanding of how psychotherapy can impact delusions. To
date, these targets of CBTp have been described in personal-
level psychological terms; however, examining effective psy-
chological treatments in a cognitive neuroscience framework
may open avenues for treatment advancement (8,9). We
explore this possibility in this article.

We make our case via David Marr’s levels of processing
framework (10). Marr suggested that when we analyze a
cognitive system, we should delineate a computational level
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(which reflects the goals of the system), an algorithmic level
(the representations and manipulations required to meet those
goals), and an implementation level (how neural systems
instantiate those algorithms). In psychotherapy, the therapist
and patient often interact via the shared therapeutic targets at
the computational level: worry less, leave the house more.
However, at the algorithmic level lies belief updating—the
driver of these behavioral targets—which is in turn supported
by neurobiological processes at the circuit and cellular levels
(11,12).

In this article, we outline how newer, formulation-driven
CBTp for persecutory delusions targets psychological pro-
cesses that impede learning about safety. While clinically
effective, the cognitive neuroscience mechanisms that underlie
its efficacy have not been well described. Although extinction
learning theory is often assumed to underlie cognitive behav-
ioral interventions, we argue that the effects of CBTp for de-
lusions can be understood better through the framework of
predictive coding. Specifically, we outline how abnormal pre-
diction error signaling disrupts hierarchical belief updating by
increasing sensory uncertainty and strengthening delusional
priors. Formulation-driven CBTp rebalances this system by
shifting what sensory data is taken in, thereby influencing the
perceived precision of that data and concurrently strength-
ening nondelusional beliefs. We end with future directions,
including treatments that target specific aspects of belief
updating (e.g., volatility expectations), application of predictive
y of Biological Psychiatry. This is an open access article under the
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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coding to other types of psychotic symptoms beyond safety
learning, and clinical recommendations.
CBTp TREATMENT FOR PERSECUTORY DELUSIONS

In 1952, Beck published a case study of the successful
treatment of a patient with a delusion that he was being tar-
geted/monitored by the government (i.e., G-Men) using a
treatment that resembled modern cognitive therapy (13). Beck
asked the man to define what a G-Man looked like and then
compare the definition of G-Man with all the people he feared
were G-Men. Over time, the patient disqualified each person
he feared, reducing the strength of his belief. Decades later,
researchers more formally applied Beck’s cognitive model of
anxiety disorders to psychosis, yielding CBTp. Early work in
psychosis found that directly challenging delusional beliefs
does not improve delusion severity and can instead lead to
their strengthening and elaboration (14–16). Therefore, CBTp
promotes the notion of collaborative empiricism, in which the
therapist adopts a curious, nonconfrontational stance to un-
derstand the belief system with the patient, and they learn
together how evidence from the world supports it. The first
wave of CBTp worked to conceptualize psychosis and
schizophrenia within a unified and general model and focused
broadly on alternative explanations for distressing experi-
ences, with only small effects (6). However, newer,
formulation-driven CBTp treatments specifically target a single
symptom, such as persecutory delusions (2), thus providing
focused treatment based on relevant psychological processes.

One example of this type of formulation-driven CBTp
treatment is the Feeling Safe Programme, which has shown
large effects in improving persecutory delusion severity (17).
This manualized protocol, based on the threat anticipation
model (18), redefines persecutory delusions as unfounded
threat beliefs that are maintained by psychological factors that
block or impede learning about safety. Through rigorous
causal inference testing (19), these aberrant psychological
processes (which encourage and underlie the persecutory
belief) have been shown to include worry, negative self-beliefs,
anomalous experiences, safety behaviors, reasoning biases,
and sleep disruption. Importantly, this approach does not
involve confronting patients at the level of their delusional
belief by directly arguing against it. Instead, it targets affective
and cognitive accessories of the belief that the patient agrees
are bothersome (20) and that keep the person feeling unsafe.
Ultimately, the goal is to increase beliefs about safety that
compete with the persecutory belief that one is under threat.

Fundamental interventions of CBT are applied to address
these maintenance factors by targeting cognitions and be-
haviors to promote learning about safety. First, psycho-
education is provided about the psychological experience
(e.g., worrying). Second, person-specific examples are elicited
and examined with regard to how the maintenance factors
impact the individual’s daily life. Third, behavioral experiments
are collaboratively developed with the patient to directly target
the maintenance factor. For example, when targeting worry,
the individual begins using worry periods to limit their worry
during the day and plans alternative activities to support this
worry reduction. Fourth, the therapist and patient conduct
these behavioral experiments in session, with the therapist
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promoting alternative beliefs and explanations, which are
written down by the patient to allow for out-of-session
practice.

Critically, this type of formulation-driven CBTp treatment is
active and involves garnering new experiences. Behavioral
experiments are conducted in the real world to provide op-
portunities for more adaptive learning. Delusions are not con-
tradicted or demeaned during the experiments, but rather
alternative beliefs are promoted and reinforced for the patient.
In the Feeling Safe Programme, for example, beliefs about
being under threat (e.g., “the organization is out to get me”) are
placed in competition with new beliefs about safety (“maybe I
am safer than I thought”). This is in contrast to habituation-
based exposure therapy, where patients simply learn that
fear can be tolerated if they stay in a situation long enough.
Experimental data show that learning through trying new
things has a stronger impact on reducing delusion conviction
and distress than habituation-based exposure (21). While
habituating to feared experiences can support future learning
(22), it does not target the development of new safety beliefs.
The development of new beliefs that directly compete with the
delusion (“I am safe”) is achieved through active exposure-
based learning in which maladaptive safety behaviors (e.g.,
avoidance) are dropped and new experiences and explana-
tions are sought out.
Extinction Learning and CBTp

It is notable that despite decades of work advancing CBTp-
based treatment, the algorithmic mechanisms that underlie
CBTp have not been described well. The cognitive and
neuroscientific impact of CBT for other disorders, such as
anxiety disorders, posttraumatic stress disorder, and
obsessive-compulsive disorder, have been closely examined
in terms of associative learning, with a particular focus on
extinction learning (23–25); this reflects new (often Pavlovian)
learning that a once-reinforced cue (conditioned stimulus
[CS1]) (previously predictive of a salient outcome) now no
longer portends something important or salient. Given that
CBTp is based on the fundamentals of CBT for these disor-
ders, the same foundational extinction learning mechanisms
are assumed to be involved but have notable differences in
individuals with delusions.

There is increasing evidence that fear and extinction
learning, the key aspect of associative learning for updating
threat beliefs, differs in individuals with schizophrenia and is
associated with delusion severity (26–28). Individuals with
schizophrenia demonstrate heightened fear response to
neutral/safe cues (CS2) as measured by galvanic skin
response. Elevated skin response to the neutral/safe cues is
strongly and specifically associated with delusion severity
(including persecutory delusions) (26), suggesting that height-
ened arousal in safe contexts may contribute to delusions (27).
The heightened arousal to safe contexts may impair associa-
tive learning and drive new and aberrant associations with
threat (i.e., the delusion metastasizes, incorporating spurious
associations into the overarching threat belief). Furthermore,
high delusion–prone individuals show elevated threat ratings to
the previously threatening stimuli even after extinction learning
compared with low delusion–prone individuals, again
.sobp.org/GOS
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suggesting that individuals with more delusional thinking have
difficulty learning safety cues (29). These fear conditioning
paradigms offer foundational evidence that in laboratory ex-
periments, individuals with delusions have a heightened fear
response to neutral/safe stimuli that reflects aberrant salience
and contributes to difficulty relearning safety (30). In the next
section, we introduce predictive coding as a mechanistic ac-
count for this competition between adaptive and maladaptive
beliefs.
PREDICTIVE CODING MODEL OF PERSECUTORY
DELUSIONS

Predictive Coding Model

Associative learning models that form the basis of behavior
therapy interventions, such as exposure therapy, offer a critical
starting point for understanding the learning mechanisms tar-
geted by CBTp. However, these models are limited. Algorith-
mically, the learning models that underlie exposure therapy,
such as Rescorla-Wagner, assume that changes in a belief
occur through the weakening of weights associated with that
belief (31). What is increasingly being recognized in both the
cognitive neuroscience and treatment literatures, however, is
that beliefs are not unlearned but are instead outcompeted by
alternative beliefs (32). Bayesian models are more suitable for
capturing this. In addition, as noted, individuals with delusions
experience neutral or safe stimuli as more threatening, which
limits the translation of extinction learning paradigms to the
modeling of delusions. Finally, associative learning lacks
complex consideration of 2 clinical realities: 1) sensory expe-
riences are often uncertain and therefore are open to inter-
pretation, and 2) some beliefs are particularly resistant to
change. These clinical realities can be placed within the pre-
dictive coding framework through the concepts of precision
(33). We propose that predictive coding offers a framework for
appreciating these complexities that can better explain the
efficacy of CBTp for treating persecutory delusions.

According to predictive coding theory, the brain constantly
makes predictions based on prior beliefs that are tuned by past
experiences: for example, “when I turn the key in my car, it will
turn on.” When predictions are at odds with experiences (“my
car did not turn on”), we are surprised and search for an
explanation. By signaling that a mismatch between expecta-
tion and experience has occurred, the brain can adapt and
minimize future surprise. The predictive coding model posits
that beliefs form and are maintained by these types of sur-
prising experiences, called prediction errors (34).

The goal of predictive coding is to build a consistent, reliable,
and predictable model of the world (35). This goal is achieved in
part through active inference, or interacting with the world by
gathering information that supports prior predictions. The
generativemodel space that develops from this active inference
represents a range of prior beliefs about the world, which are
continuously updated and optimized to minimize net prediction
error (i.e., reduce uncertainty, surprise) (36).

In this framework, beliefs are updated hierarchically, with
low-level sensory data influencing higher-level cognitive priors
and vice versa (37). Critically, both sensory data and prior
beliefs have a level of precision or certainty (inverse variance)
Biological Psychiatry:
that affects the magnitude of their influence on belief updating.
More precise sensory data have a stronger influence on
shifting a high-level prior than data that are noisy or uncertain.
In contrast, a very strongly held belief is difficult to shift, even in
the face of precise data. An empty gas gauge is clear data that
my car did not turn on because it is out of gas; however, for
someone with a strongly held (certain) belief that they have gas
in their car already, an empty sign may suggest that the gauge
had been tampered with. It may also support a higher-level
belief that their coworkers are messing with them. This
appreciation for the precision of prior beliefs and sensory data
is limited in Rescorla-Wagner models of associative learning
but is necessary for optimal inference and learning (33). Pre-
cision can be modeled for predictions (reflecting reliability of
top-down expectations) or prediction errors (reflecting uncer-
tainty of bottom-up signaling). Therefore, precision can influ-
ence the experience of salience in sensory data as well as the
certainty with which beliefs are maintained (38).

One important implication of predictive coding is that sen-
sory experiences and beliefs are inextricably linked. Sensory
data are observed through the lens of high-level beliefs,
thereby shaping perception (39). Therefore, very strong high-
level priors are difficult to change in part because inferences
about sensory experiences are perceived as evidence that
support the strongly held belief. Prediction errors produced by
low-level sensory data make their way up the hierarchy and, in
the face of a very precise high-level belief, are more likely to
strengthen or maintain that belief than change or update it (40).

At the level of implementation, prediction errors are enco-
ded in dopamine signals in the striatum and midbrain (12,41).
These signals are supported by a broad network of brain re-
gions, including the amygdala, insula, prefrontal cortex, and
cingulate, that promote domain-general prediction errors
across reward, cognitive, social, or perceptual tasks (12). As
has been detailed elsewhere (42), adaptive firing of prediction
errors in response to dopamine signaling results in effective
learning about the world and appropriate updating of one’s
prior beliefs to guide future behaviors.
Delusions as Overly Strong High-Level Priors

The predictive coding model suggests that delusional beliefs
are strongly held high-level priors that develop in response to
aberrant prediction errors or those that occur independent of
meaningful cue and context (43). Because prediction errors
drive learning, this aberrant salience promotes learning from
stimuli that should be interpreted as neutral or meaningless
(44). These stimuli are experienced as salient and perceived
through the lens of the delusional prior, thus perpetuating false
inference and strengthening the belief (45).

In support of this theory, experimental work has demon-
strated that individuals in the early stages of psychosis rely
more on priors higher in the hierarchy to resolve uncertain in-
formation (23,24). Interestingly, individuals at risk for psychosis
show weaker low-level perceptual priors (23), consistent with
the idea that higher-level priors (those more proximal to
cognition than perception) may strengthen to compensate for
prediction errors that ascend from lower levels, thus driving
delusion formation (46,47). This occurs against the backdrop
of elevated presynaptic dopamine within the striatum in people
Global Open Science July 2024; 4:100333 www.sobp.org/GOS 3
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at risk for, and currently experiencing, psychotic disorders
(48,49); this elevated presynaptic dopamine within the striatum
is associated with positive symptom severity (48,50). Task-
based functional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated
responses that poorly distinguish surprising from unsurprising
events in the midbrain, striatum, amygdala, and prefrontal
cortex in psychotic disorders (43,51,52), which relate to delu-
sion severity (43). This may be driven in part by an elevated
response to neutral or unsurprising stimuli, which is consis-
tently observed in schizophrenia (30). Aberrant prediction er-
rors thereby promote learning from otherwise meaningless
information, which fuels inappropriate belief updating.

Growing evidence suggests that paranoia and persecutory
delusions are associated with one particular high-level prior:
that the environment is volatile (frequently changing) (53–56).
Individuals with elevated paranoia overestimate the volatility of
their environments, meaning that they expect the hidden state
of the world to change more frequently. The severity of
persecutory delusions is related to elevated volatility priors
during nonsocial (57) and social learning tasks (54). Recent
work has shown impaired learning about environmental vola-
tility in youths at clinical high risk for psychosis who self-report
high levels of paranoia (58). Critically, a lower learning rate
measured during 2 nonsocial tasks was associated with
paranoia, but not with nonparanoid delusional ideation, sug-
gesting that the prediction errors that govern learning are
imprecise in individuals with high paranoia, which impairs
associative learning.

Persecutory delusions are also related to excessive choice
switching, a behavior consistently seen in schizophrenia
(59–61), and is thought to reflect overly strong volatility priors
(62). Because volatility priors interact in a hierarchical fashion
with sensory evidence, excessive choice switching may reflect
greater “noise” in their overall decision making when presented
with more information (63,64), due to imprecise sensory data
(37). Therefore, increased precision of higher-level predictions
(e.g., about the volatility of the environment) (56,65) may
actually compensate for reduced precision of lower-level pre-
dictions (66). To make matters worse, individuals with
schizophrenia demonstrate overreliance on prediction errors
during learning (67), which is also correlated with delusion
severity (43,68,69). This could drive a more precise high-level
belief that the world is volatile and unpredictable, contrib-
uting to the even higher-level belief that one is unsafe and
under threat.

In summary, the predictive coding model expands upon
stimulus-response fear conditioning paradigms by weighting
learning by the strength (precision) of beliefs and sensory data
and by appreciating the influence of strong top-down beliefs
on the perception of sensory experiences. This hierarchical
Bayesian model is more suitable for understanding belief up-
dates related to delusions than simple associative learning
models that have often been used to understand CBT for other
disorders (45). A stronger prior requires a stronger violation to
update a person’s internal model. Overly precise priors in in-
dividuals with delusions, such as a heightened expectation of
environmental volatility, will therefore be more resistant to
change in the face of contradictory evidence. In addition, noisy
or imprecise sensory data, driven in part by excessive pre-
diction error signaling, can strengthen the higher-order threat
4 Biological Psychiatry: Global Open Science July 2024; 4:100333 www
belief (70). This implies a hierarchical vulnerability to excessive
belief updating that ultimately strengthens cognitive priors,
thus making them more resistant to change.
CBTp TREATMENT EFFECTS IN THE PREDICTIVE
CODING MODEL

In Table 1, we outline how each of the most effective com-
ponents of Feeling Safe impacts belief updating. Because
patients experience neutral stimuli as meaningful or threat-
ening (aberrant salience), low-level sensory data can inadver-
tently reinforce their delusional belief. In addition, high-level
delusional priors are excessively precise (certain) and therefore
resistant to change. The power of Feeling Safe may be in the
fact that it intervenes primarily at the level of sensory data
rather than high-level beliefs. Alternative beliefs are gently
offered but tend to focus on sensory beliefs (“what did you
notice?”) as opposed to the delusion itself (“if that happened,
the organization is probably not out to get you, right?”). Feeling
Safe systematically focuses on improving the quality of sen-
sory data that the patient takes in and adjusting low-level
sensory beliefs, thereby increasing their precision. Over time,
more precise sensory data compete with the delusional prior
and shifts the posterior belief so as to be consistent with the
person’s increasingly adaptive experiences. In Figure 1, we
illustrate how, over time, targeting these factors reduces the
weight of the threat belief and reinforces alternative nondelu-
sional safety belief, even in the face of aberrant salience.

This can be outlined for each of the psychological mainte-
nance factors. Worrying focuses sensory data selection on
threatening images and ideas of the worst-case scenario.
Reducing worry helps replace the sensory data of threatening
images with sensory data associated with positive, meaningful
experiences; this allows for information supporting safety to be
taken in and strengthened. Interestingly, in our own data, worry
was associated with elevated priors on volatility, an effect that
was mediated by increased paranoia (57). This suggests that
expecting more environmental volatility at the algorithmic level
contributes to feelings of paranoia and the tendency to worry
at the computational level. This is best tested using longitu-
dinal data, where we would expect lower volatility priors to be
related to less paranoia and worry over time.

Negative self-beliefs create a negative mental filter over
data collection, as has been observed in depression (71).
Improving self-confidence increases access to more positive
sensory data. Savoring positive experiences increases the
strength of that data. Engaging in meaningful activities that are
congruent with values promotes experiences that reinforce
positive self-beliefs.

Anomalous experiences, such as hallucinations, are strong
reinforcers of threat beliefs (72), particularly when they are
considered highly credible (73). Reducing the frequency of
voice hearing limits exposure to this type of sensory data.
Questioning the credibility of the voices and the quality of that
data reduces their weight; anomalous experiences are there-
fore less likely to reinforce the threat belief.

Finally, safety behaviors, such as avoidance, limit new data
collection by prohibiting belief updates (74). Dropping safety
behaviors involves going out into the world and seeking out
new data while also noticing how this data is perceived and
.sobp.org/GOS
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Table 1. Impact of Psychological Processes on Sensory Data Selection and High-Level Priors

CBTp Treatment Target

Sensory Data Taken in That
Maintains Persecutory

Delusion
Sensory Data Taken in With

CBTp Intervention
Impact of CBTp on Belief

Updating

Worry Thoughts and images of worst-
case scenario

The usefulness of worry is
questioned, and worry
thoughts are reduced. This
allows for increased
nonworrisome thoughts
about everyday life and
meaningful experiences.

Worries are not treated as
credible (precise) data.
Instead, a broader range of
sensory data is selected that
are less threatening.

Negative Self-Beliefs Negative mental filter focused
on being incapable and
vulnerable

Savoring and rehearsing data
that are consistent with
personal strengths and
values

Data collection is biased
toward positive experiences
that reinforce beliefs about
capability and strength. A
more positive perspective is
inferred from sensory
experiences.

Anomalous Experiences Hallucinations are meaningful,
credible, and important data.

Hallucinations are experienced
less frequently and are not
perceived as credible
sources of information about
oneself and the world.

Because they are considered
less credible, hallucinations
are weighted as less precise
and have less impact on
belief updating.

Safety Behaviors No new sensory data taken.
Reinforces that the situation
was dangerous, and danger
was only averted because of
avoidance/safety behavior

Sensory data that are
perceived as safe is sought
out, noticed, and reinforced.
Feared outcome is tested.
Internal experiences are
reattributed to being reactive
vs. a sign of danger.

An alternative, posterior belief
is strengthened through
gathering sensory data that
support it. Repeated
exposures with new
information strengthen the
alternative belief and weaken
the threat belief. New data
are perceived in support of
the alternative belief, further
strengthening it.

A description of how each psychological process that is targeted in formulation-driven CBTp for persecutory delusions impacts sensory data selection and high-level
priors. CBTp changes the way sensory data are taken in and interpreted, reducing the strength of the delusional prior and providing the opportunity for an alternative
nondelusional posterior belief to develop.

CBTp, cognitive behavioral therapy for psychosis.
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interpreted. Together with the therapist, sensory data from
both the internal and external milieu are closely noticed, and
interpretations of it are interrogated. The alternative belief that
“I am safe enough” is reinforced based specifically on
incoming data.

More direct tests of this integrated model could determine
whether psychotherapy normalizes maladaptive priors, for
example by lowering expectations of environmental volatility.
Distinguishing the hierarchical level at which CBTp has its ef-
fect could also be determined through testing whether
changes in the experience of aberrant salience precede
changes in high-level cognitive priors, as predicted by the
model.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Therefore, if predictive coding is going to be a useful frame-
work for treatment advancement, where can we go from here?
We offer a few ideas.

1. Predictive coding experiments strongly suggest that
paranoia is associated with overestimation of environ-
mental volatility. Current CBTp formulations do not
Biological Psychiatry:
explicitly target volatility, focusing on safety instead.
While predictability and safety are strongly related, they
are not the same, and their co-occurrence may be critical
for shaping emotional health (75). Combining the algo-
rithmic level of volatility priors with computational goals
that can be targeted directly in therapy may identify novel
treatment targets. For example, perhaps searching out
safety, as is done in Feeling Safe, could be further
enhanced by searching out predictability. This could be
done by examining how the sense of volatility is experi-
enced and reinforced in daily life and then seeking out
predictable and consistent sensory data that also feels
safe.

2. While our focus has been on persecutory delusions, we
believe that this framework extends to other delusional
themes. This is in fact a strength of the predictive coding
framework—it is not simply focused on fear conditioning
and threat beliefs but rather describes how beliefs about
oneself, others, and the world are updated and maintained,
regardless of content. Recent work on grandiose delusions,
for example, has described psychological maintenance
factors of grandiose beliefs that can be similarly targeted by
psychological treatments at the computational level (76). As
Global Open Science July 2024; 4:100333 www.sobp.org/GOS 5
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Figure 1. Schematic of how aberrant prediction error
(PE) signaling impacts the development of overly strong
delusional priors and how this can be influenced by
psychotherapy. Panels (A) and (B) show the impact of
aberrant PE firing on (A) increasing aberrant salience
that demands explanation and (B) generating noisy
sensory data. Panels (C) and (D) show the impact of this
PE signaling on belief strength: (C) over time, delusional
priors are strengthened to make sense of the noisy
sensory data. For this individual, it may be a delusional
prior that the organization is out to get him; (D) intro-
ducing cognitive behavioral therapy for psychosis
(CBTp) promotes behaviors that change how sensory
data are sampled and interpreted. This process results in
increased certainty around sensory experiences and
decreased certainty about the delusional prior, which
strengthen nondelusional posterior beliefs.
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with volatility expectations for paranoia, different mal-
adaptive prior expectations may underlie grandiosity at the
algorithmic level, which can be tested in behavioral
paradigms.

3. Studies of fear conditioning in psychotic disorders have
shown evidence of abnormalities at the level of imple-
mentation. During fear conditioning, there is reduced
activation of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex in
response to safety cues (77,78), particularly in patients
with delusions (78). Reduced activation of the medial
prefrontal cortex during the extinction phase of extinction
learning is also observed in individuals with high delusion
proneness (29). In addition, increased ventral striatum
activity has been found in response to neutral (CS2)
stimuli in schizophrenia (30). However, the impact of
CBTp on these fear conditioning circuits, and on belief
updating paradigms more broadly, has not been tested
directly. In fact, only one known dataset has been used
to examine changes in functional activation and con-
nectivity pre-/postgeneric (i.e., not symptom-specific)
CBTp. Interestingly, primary analyses from this study
found 1) increased activation to neutral faces at baseline,
and 2) a significant reduction in that activation with CBTp
(79). Another analysis reported increased connectivity
between prefrontal regions (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex)
and regions of salience (e.g., insula) and threat (e.g.,
amygdala) following CBTp (80). Long-term changes in
psychotic symptoms following CBTp were predicted by
changes in prefrontal connections during an emotion
processing task (81). These findings suggest that CBTp
reduces neural activation to neutral stimuli, possibly
through increased prefrontal control. Future studies
examining neuroimaging markers of belief updating pre-/
post-CBTp will be useful for further elucidating aspects of
the predictive coding hierarchy that are most impacted by
treatment.

4. We urge the following practices for clinicians working with
delusional patients. First, resist the urge to confront the
high-level delusional belief directly, because intervention at
this level of hierarchy is not effective in weakening beliefs
(14–16); it is more likely to harm the therapeutic alliance,
which is critical for CBTp (82). Second, do not assume that
you and the patient share a common experience of what
stimuli are salient. Be curious about what the patient no-
tices, how they perceive it, and what it means to them.
Third, experiences are the strongest way to update a per-
son’s model of the world. Frequent, small behavioral ex-
periments should be focused on or done in addition to 1 or
2 large weekly goals.

While we hope that the integration of these conceptual
frameworks is useful, its potency must be determined with
data. A limitation of our proposed model is that direct evidence
for it is sparse. Whether treatment with CBTp directly in-
fluences belief updating processes in individuals with de-
lusions will offer critical insights into the utility of the proposed
framework. This will require conversation across disciplines,
i.e., between those who develop psychological interventions
and those who model cognitive neuroscience–based mecha-
nisms of delusions.
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